On 12 September 1963 an article titled “Menstrual Education” appeared in the newspaper Zhengxin xinwen bao (徵信新聞報). The article advocated teaching children developmental physiology as a “natural phenomenon.” It praised the notion of ridding people of the confusion and ignorance supposedly rooted in their old ways:

In the United States, menstruation education consists of showing Disney cartoon films. In a science museum in Chicago, every physiological phenomenon from fertilization to birth is exhibited in detail in the Miracle of Development Room using plastic and plaster models and charts. Adults who walk into the room are reportedly always shocked, while the millions of elementary school children who visit yearly are unperturbed, encountering it with ordinary curiosity. Indeed, their reactions indicate the benefits [of such education]. For example, 11-year-old Johnny was happy to now understand the principles of how he was born and impressed by the wonders of life. A fourteen-year-old girl named Meili was having her period, and she was so afflicted and lonely. After entering the room, everything became clear to her, and she was rid of confusion and bewilderment. She was very happy. Children are taking in [the display] as a kind of natural phenomenon, and they are learning from it with a humble heart. (Ishigaki Junji 1963)

The article introduces this US method of countering nonscientific views by way of a Chinese translation of the writings of a Japanese public health educator, Ishigaki Junji (石垣純二, 1912–76). Featured alongside it was another essay, translated by Lin Xincheng (林信成) and also originally in Japanese, titled “Cuowu de jiankang guannian” (Mistaken Health Concepts). The latter article asserted

---

1 In this article, existing English translations of Chinese names and book and article titles are used; if no English version exists, the translation is the author’s.
that superstition and tradition were sources of incorrect knowledge that will “not stand the trial of medical researchers’ thorough investigations” (Lin 1963).\(^2\)

As early forays into menstruation education in Taiwan, these two articles possess two striking features: the postcolonial configuration of knowledge transfer and the rhetoric of science as a liberatory force. The first article presents a model of science-based social progress from the new empire (United States) conveyed in translation via a piece of writing from the former empire (Japan), and the other was a translation from a Japanese magazine. Learning science from the empire(s) was presented as a form of enlightenment, and in freeing the mind from the shackles of tradition, it could even be comforting—as in the case of the young girl learning about menstruation in a scientific light.

Previously, menstruation had rarely been a subject of science or education in Taiwan. A few studies on menstruation were carried out by colonial obstetrician gynecologists during the early colonial period (Fu 2005: 108–14). The colonial physician Wei-shui Chiang (蔣渭水) had written a few newspaper essays in the 1920s advising parents to prepare their daughters for the arrival of menarche, but until the 1960s, menstrual knowledge had largely been limited to the domestic sphere and primarily circulated informally among married women and, albeit more awkwardly, by their mothers, grandmothers, and other womenfolk in their social networks (Wang 2016). In 1968 and 1971, however, health education became a distinct subject in the elementary and junior high school curriculums, respectively, heralding the beginning of menstruation education outside of the domestic sphere.

Only by following the lead of Japan and the United States did postcolonial leaders in Taiwan make menstruation a subject of education aimed at reforming the nature and sources of health knowledge in the name of an anticommunist US regime of scientific progress and economic growth.\(^3\) This article examines the emergence of Taiwanese discourses on menstrual education in the public sphere, which were an important means of creating a new, large-scale social order designed to mitigate the supposed inadequacy of the local knowledge conveyed by mothers and other women to young girls within the domestic sphere. I focus on the postcolonial geopolitical framing and universal knowledge claims (in the rhetoric of “correct” and scientific knowledge) of menstruation education in the context of Taiwan’s ambiguous political economic status (Marks 1997: 210). Exploring the emergence of menstruation education in postcolonial Taiwan, I analyze three intersecting historical trends: school health education originating in the context of Cold War politics, surveys of menarche grounded in putatively empirical scientific methods, and popular discourse found in newspapers and health manuals.

\(^2\) While it did not indicate who the original Japanese author was in this case, it indicated it is excerpted and translated from a Japanese magazine called Riben (日本).

\(^3\) A note on terminology: In Taiwan, menstruation education can be found under either weisheng jiaoyu (衛生教 育 hygiene education) or jiankang jiaoyu (健康教 育 health education); despite their different connotations, they were both translations of “health education.” Weisheng Jiaoyu was the name of the first educational institution for health education at the National Normal University in 1959, and in 2007 it was changed to Jiankang Cujin yu Weisheng Jiaoyu (Health Promotion and Health Education). It is intriguing and sometimes confusing that both jiankang and weisheng are translated as health. For a discussion on cleanliness (清潔), weisheng (衛生), and maintaining health (保健) in colonial Taiwan, see Liu (2001).
Science was at the core of these three domains, and such terms as natural facts, natural phenomenon, physiology, and correct knowledge were commonly used in the educational, survey, and popular literature. The emergence of health education was a continuation of the state’s attempts to modernize Taiwan, defined as improving health conditions through scientific progress intended to combat its rhetorical counterpoint, “ignorance.” Targeting young girls (and, to a lesser degree, women), menstruation education grew out of this modernist civilizing project that employed this contrastive discourse of ignorance (or superstition) versus modern progress. This emergent universal knowledge claim in health education was also contemporaneously evident in surveys of menarche; much like the facts of life about flora and fauna, menarche was treated as a natural phenomenon that responded to its environment. In this way, surveys were also a measure of the nation’s progress, and the West and Japan were the points of reference. In addition, surveys were a powerful justification for implementing menstruation-centered health education. Finally, popular literature, often translated from Japanese and US texts, carried this education project further by providing biomedical knowledge that would be accessible to the masses.

In postcolonial Taiwan, the universal knowledge claim in the beginnings of menstruation education took the form of natural phenomenon and promised to liberate young girls from ignorance or superstition. Young girls’ bodies became the embodiment of scientific, technological, and economic progress. Their rapidly maturing bodies were equated with the rapid economic growth of the nation-state, both in need of scientific management of the technologies that make it possible: scientific minds and educational infrastructure, as well as laboring bodies and factory machines under centralized political control of the technoscientific postcolonial state.

Postcolonial studies in the history of medicine have pointed out the critical importance of science and Western medicine in “universalizing claims of European ideology” in colonial medicine (Marks 1997: 210). Moreover, as Warwick Anderson (2002: 643) points out, the significance of these universalist claims endures in postcolonial relationships. Anderson also suggests that more attention needs to be paid to postcolonial technoscience and critical modes of analysis that might identify new configurations of technoscience.

This article is also an examination of the efficacy of science and its gender politics. In taking the position of being universal, science promised to liberate women and to rescue them from tradition and superstition. In the case of menstruation, understanding it as a natural phenomenon according to science was meant to bring relief. In this examination, I follow many scholars’ efforts to challenge the notion of science as universal and demonstrate the situatedness of Western science in different localities.4

Despite the fact that the literature on the history of medicine in Taiwan has acknowledged the critical importance of the transition from Japanese colonial medi-

---

4 Charlotte Furth and Ch’ en Shu-Yueh’s (2004) study shows that women in Taiwan appropriated three frameworks—biomedicine, Chinese medicine, and Buddhist teachings—in their understanding of menstruation. Although not directly focusing on biomedicine, Yu-ling Huang’s (2016) research on population politics and fertility studies in early Cold War Taiwan has also shed much light on the gender politics of the production of biopolitical knowledge. She points out that data produced by fertility studies helped shift the focus of population control to the reproductive behavior of women. Several studies on menstruation and Chinese women were published over three decades ago (Ahern 1975; Chu 1980).
cine to US-dominated postwar medicine in Taiwan (Kuo 1998; Yang 2008; Kuo 2010; Chang 2010), little attention has been given to the hybrid and mediated ways in which the scientific knowledge of empires was articulated in the local context. Indeed, knowledge transfer often involved processes of decontextualization and recontextualization. In this article, I also pay attention to the ways in which knowledge was selected and reframed by local concerns. As shown in the opening quotation, discourses of science grew out of Taiwanese elites’ negotiation and strategic translation of the popular medical science propaganda of overlapping postcolonial political forces.

Through menstruation education and other forces for social change, young girls’ experiences of menarche and menstruation went through a profound historical transformation. Up to the 1960s, young girls’ experiences with menarche had often been filled with fear and surprise; at most, some young girls were told about it after they had started their first period, and still others merely overheard the subject being discussed by older women. Beginning in the 1960s, in contrast, menstruation became a subject of education, moving out of the private sphere of women and into the public sphere as an ordinary topic in schools and daily conversation. Increasingly, young girls anticipated its arrival and experienced it as a hygiene issue, as the issue of sexuality was hidden, if not altogether omitted. Nevertheless, they still experienced menstruation (and blood) as something embarrassing and awkward (Wang 2016). In this article, I examine how the universalizing claims of US and Japanese knowledge and policy prescriptions were reconfigured in the context of scientific menstruation education in Taiwan.

1 Making Menstruation Part of Health Education, 1950s–1970s

Menstrual education developed in part out of broader efforts to reform the school health education curriculum. Therefore, first I outline the historical circumstances surrounding the development of health education in Taiwan. The consolidation of health education from various neighboring subjects coincided with the establishment of a US-like educational institution (Department of Health Education), knowledge production through translating US texts, the trumpeting of science-based social and economic progress, and individual elites in key positions of control over the content of health education. In short, health education was deemed essential for the improvement of public health conditions and an integral part of nation building. In the post-WWII era, it was also one of the areas that the World Health Organization promoted, which extended to the implementation of programs such as adolescent health education that encompassed menstrual cycle education (Burton 1966).

Despite these favorable conditions, health education as a field, as one of its US practitioners pointed out, was so interconnected with other subjects—such as biology,
sociology, and psychology—that its boundaries were difficult to define (Wolfram 1968). Locally, an independent curriculum for health education did not exist for elementary schools prior to 1968 (Li and Lai 2000); topics relating to physiology and hygiene were previously scattered across subjects like common sense, nature, and civil and moral teachings. In practice, health education was covered unevenly in junior high schools (Yu 2004). Similarly, menstruation education was a boundary subject caught between several fields; it belonged variously to physiology (shengli 生理) education, sex (xing 性) education, hygiene (weisheng 衛生) education, or psychology (adolescent development), depending on the context. As an ill-defined subject, the discursive work of health education, whether at the institutional level or in popular literature, produced a haphazard postcolonial amalgamation of Ou-Mei (歐美 European and US), weisheng (hygiene), and physiology.

The US influence mainly came in two forms: material resources and knowledge production. In 1950, funded by the American Bureau for Medical Aid to China (ABMAC), a team of three experts—public health physician Chang Zikang (張智康), public health nurse Lu Yun-e (陸雲娥), and hygiene engineer Ni Shi-huai (倪世槐)—inspected the state of school health in Taiwan by visiting eight schools that were affiliated with normal colleges. They reported that conditions were poor, which resulted in the forming of an executive team on school health focusing on normal schools and including Li Shu-pei (李叔佩) and the director inspector of Taiwan Provincial Department of Education, Jin Yan-sheng (金延生) (Chang 1989).

The knowledge production took the form of the team’s task of editing health textbooks to be used for training of normal college students, the future schoolteachers. The writing, editing, and translating of textbooks were based on three main elements: the former Nanking (China) government’s plan for elementary school education, reports on past experiences of school health education in Taiwan, and classic textbooks published in Britain and the United States. Clair E. Turner’s (1890–1971) School Health and Health Education (1947) was the first of the latter to be translated, as Xuexiao weisheng yu jiankang jiaoyu (學校衛生與健康教育), which was published in 1953. The translation of US health education texts continued into the 1980s. For example, Carl L. Anderson’s School Health Practice (1968) was translated and edited by Li Shu-pei and his students and associates in 1988. Another example is Weisheng jiaoyu (衛生教育 Health Education [or Hygiene Education]), a collection in which five of its thirteen essays were translations from the United States (Tan 1985).

When it came to knowledge production, the United States was the main source as well as the target of emulation. From Li’s writings, one gains a sense of the politics of knowledge appropriation. Li appealed to such authorities as Ruth E. Grout’s definition of health education, and he juxtaposed the use of the term by the American Association for Children’s Health in 1919 with the use in China in 1920. He argued that there were two major faults of the Chinese people (zhongguo ren 中國人, a term commonly used to refer to ethnic Chinese in Taiwan): being too ignorant of modern health knowledge (愚昧無知) and, as a consequence, incapable of adapting to modern ways of life;

---

8 The 1968 compulsory education law mandated that all children receive a junior high school education, which meant that more girls would enter junior high school and experience menarche at school rather than at home. The education rate for junior high school was 59.04 percent in 1966 (Ministry of Education 2010).

9 For a historical analysis of the content of physiology textbooks, see Lee (2013).
and knowing but not engaging in healthy behaviors. Therefore, he argued, thoroughly implementing health education was the way to solve these problems (Li 1971). This pattern of reasoning extended to menstruation education, as manifest in the work of one of Li’s advisees, Kuo Hui-mei, in her survey of junior high school girl students’ health conditions and her book on young girls’ health issues, which extensively appropriated US sources (Kuo 1970, 1972).

Portrayals of what was happening in the United States by referring to Grout’s and others’ work appear to have formed a horizon of understanding and powerful justification for local action in Taiwan. The founding of the first Department of Health Education at Taiwan Normal University in 1959, which soon served as the main institution for health education, was a case in point. Li Shu-pei, the first chair, described the obstacles he experienced in founding the new department. Among them were three challenging questions posed by Pu Xue-fong (浦薛鳳), the political deputy minister of the Ministry of Education: Why, instead of placing it in a medical college, would the department be placed in the normal university? What were the graduates’ job prospects? Did this kind of department exist in the United States? To the last question, Li simply answered, “You studied in the U.S. for many years, and you should know better than I” (Li 1983: 4). From its conception to its establishment, the new department either was modeled on its US counterparts or followed the US experience. For example, it avoided establishing a joint department of health and physical education, as the combination had not worked out in the United States. At the individual level, Li’s career well illustrates the postcolonial politics of health education. His educational background allowed him to be part of the political elites’ social network, which in turn enabled him to have access to resources and opportunities offered by the government and US funding agencies. Before coming with General Chiang’s army to Taiwan in 1949, Li had graduated from Manzhou Yike Daxue (滿州醫科大學), and he had been the personal physician for Gui Yong-qing (桂永清), former commander general of the navy and chief of general staff (Yeh 2016). In 1951, losing interest in serving in the military, he became the director of the Center for Physical and Hygiene Education of the Normal College (now Taiwan Normal University). On the advice of Ira V. Hiscock (1892–1986), the chair of the Department of Public Health at Yale University, who visited Taiwan in 1953, Li went to Yale University to study school health in 1954 with financial support from ABMAC (Li 1983). In short, he was in the “mainlander” intellectual elite circle that dominated higher education in the postwar era (Lu 2007).

Li’s views on science and medicine were not unlike those of the colonial elites: he saw his role in health education as being that of an agent of science. He writes in his memoir after a career spanning thirty years: “I discovered from my experience of practicing medicine that there were many mistakes in the ways of people’s health-seeking behaviors and hygiene concepts. Not only did they go to the wrong healers, they also went to both traditional Chinese and Western-trained physicians, prayed to gods, burned incense, took medicine recklessly, and had no idea about prevention and preservation of health” (Li 1983).

---

10 The graduates often became school health teachers who participated in textbook writing; for example, the aforementioned Kuo Hui-mei was a teacher as well as a health education researcher and writer.
In Li’s view, the promotion of health education based on science and hygiene was critical to nation building, and Western health education formed the framework. In his preface to the Chinese translation of Carl L. Anderson’s *School Health Practice*, Li states that the promotion of students’ physical and mental health is one of the main goals of education for every nation (Li 1988). The book offered a model for the practice of school health education in Taiwan. The second chapter, titled “Healthy Children,” which used research from the US National Institutes of Health, London Children’s Hospital, and Harvard’s Public Health College, laid out a conceptual framework. The comparative approach he outlined included measuring Taiwanese children’s growth against that of Western children; their body height, weight, and age of menarche, among several other features, were to be assessed by school health teachers.

It is no surprise that, during the heyday of population control efforts worldwide, health education also extended to population education. Li and his students began to include population education in school health education by the end of the 1960s (Li 1983). Li also participated in the Population Education Conference organized by the United Nations and held in Bangkok in 1970. Moreover, as surveys on menarche indicated (Fan 1961), knowledge regarding health conditions, including menstruation patterns, could be easily employed for the purpose of population control.

As mentioned in the opening of this article, keywords for menstruation/sex education included *natural facts, natural phenomenon, physiology*, and *correct knowledge*. In 1972, Li, along with National Taiwan University professor Liao Rong-li and several other authorities, attended a conference on family life where they advocated sex education in school and family education. They argued that sex was a “natural phenomenon” (Weiwei 1994 [1975]: 424). Again, in 1975, he was one of the experts in a meeting organized by *Zhongguo shibao* 中國時報(*China Times*), *Jiuguo tuan* 救國團(*China Youth Corps*), and *Zhongkuo Xingli Xehui* 中國心理協會(*Mental Health Association Taiwan*) on family and adolescents, and he urged parents and teachers, in order to ease adolescents’ anxiety, fear, and confusion, to emphasize “correct scientific knowledge” (*Zhongguo shibao* 1975: 3).

In this way, Li and others sought to realize the vision proffered in the opening quote of this article, in which science from the United States provided the framing of sex/menstruation education and was supposed to ease the disturbed adolescent girl. The discourse on “a normal physiological phenomenon” was articulated by Han-wen Yan, a US-trained faculty member of the Department of Health Education whose influence continues up to today. Yan described an anecdote in which he relieved girl students’ uneasiness by using the notion of “menstruation as normal female physiology.” When he was a college student (around the late 1960s), he taught a class of first-year junior high girl students. One day, when he mentioned the word *menstruation*, everyone in the class put down their heads immediately. Feeling nervous, he explained that men-

---

11 In Japan, Ishigaki Junji was also active in both health/sex education and family planning.
12 However, partly due to the fact that health education was interconnected with several subjects, the extension of health education to population eventually forced Li to publicly exclude sex education from population education by making a distinction between the two (*Lianhe Bao* 1984).
13 Perhaps to avoid ceding the territory of health education to sex education, Li later publicly drew the line between population education and sex education, saying that population education is not sex education (*Zhongguo shibao* 1975).
struation was a normal female physiological phenomenon and that human reproductive organs were no different from circulatory or respiratory organs; only after such reassurance did the students raise their heads (Yan 1984).

In the case of sex education, too, knowledge imported from the United States was utilized to set the framework. In a lecture addressed to a group of junior high school health education teachers in 1977, Yan framed his speech “What Health Education Teachers Ought to Know about Sex Education” in terms of what had been developed in the United States (Yan 1977). After defining the scope and content of sex education, he spent one-third of the lecture describing the five stages of sex education in the United States. He reasoned that the US case would enlighten (chi-dii) Taiwan regarding sex education. In this way, the United States was a benchmark for Taiwan. Similarly, in research articles, such sentences as “This study ... compared the data with Japan and Ou-Mei (Europe and U.S.)” are customarily used (Lin and Li 1987: 150).

However, knowledge imported from the United States did not remain intact and unmodified; rather, it often went through some modifications or even omissions. In translating an essay published in 1968 by Bonnie R. Wolfram, Yan-Hua Tsai, also a graduate of the Department of Health Education, acknowledged that the essay was to promote the status of health education and to encourage practitioners, but he also indicated that he had omitted the part on sex education without offering an explanation.14

When health education was extended to family planning, its framing of teaching menstruation as merely a natural phenomenon for young girls was somewhat undermined. As discussed early, menstruation was framed as a physiological phenomenon without sex (education), and even though menstruation and sex education were highly relevant to population control, sex education in the form of birth control was reserved mainly for married women. In the context of family planning, knowledge about menstruation (especially physiological mechanism, ovulation, and “safety” period), along with birth control devices, was taught in order to educate women on how to avoid pregnancy.15 It was not uncommon at the time for women to learn about the mechanism of the menstrual cycle only after they had given birth to their first child; that is, only when trying to control further births, usually through conversations at the local obstetrics and gynecology office (Wang 2016). Young and presumably unmarried girls were not supposed to learn about menstruation and reproduction, as that would risk “damaging their purity.”16

As the work of family planning continued, however, by the late 1970s family planning practitioners extended sex education to unmarried young senior high school students. De-xiong Sun (孫得雄), the head of the Research Institute of Family Planning, warned that 8 percent of newborns were born to women under twenty who were either students or factory workers. Sun observed that even though physiology was taught in high schools, many teachers shied away from teaching sex education; as a consequence, many curious young girls and boys could not get answers. Sun suggested

---

14 Menstruation was listed under sex education in Wolfram’s original essay (Wolfram 1968). Coincidentally, the 1975 Taiwanese translation of Our Bodies, Ourselves also omitted some sex-related content (Wang 2012).

15 Other studies on family planning include Kuo 1998.

16 To be sure, the elite had already been practicing birth control by the 1930s. By the 1950s, as the physician Wu Xinrong saw it, the modern way to be human was to use science to limit births. “We have decided to utilize the highest science [surgery] to regulate our natural human life” (Wu 2008 [1950]).
that schools and factories contact local family planning centers for the needed help (Lianhe Bao 1977: 3).

Compared to health education experts whose primary concern was to claim the supremacy of scientific enlightenment on broad issues of health, family planning practitioners had a clear and focused practical agenda. Whereas Han-wen Yan’s discourse of “normal physiology” was often accompanied by a discourse of marriage (Yu 2004), family planning practitioners were concerned with young girls who had no knowledge of physiology (in relation to birth control), which would compromise the overall accomplishment of the family planning project. To investigate the situation, surveys sponsored by the National Science Council of Taiwan were given to high school, vocational high school, and junior college students as well as male and female factory workers. The surveys concluded, “Still one-fifth of the students indicated that their school did not teach male and female reproductive systems or reproductive physiology.” A survey by Taiwan provincial Family Planning Research Institute also showed that 80 percent of the unmarried young mothers were under twenty, and another by Taipei Family Planning Promotion Center indicated that 90 percent of young mothers under twenty became pregnant before they were married (Jiating Jihua Yanjiu Suo 1985). Together these served as a powerful tool to press schools to implement sex education (physiology often served as a euphemism) (Jiating Jihua Yanjiu Suo 1984).

Nothing buttressed correct knowledge and facts more effectively than research such as surveys. Surveys, as sources of empirical sociodemographic and biological facts, were versatile; they made comparison with the West and Japan possible; they could also provide the basis for policy; and they helped legitimize and define a field. The US health education advocates Donald Gross and Thomas W. O’Rourke knew well the importance of research, arguing that research could promote the status of health education and produce concepts, principles, and patterns. They advocated the method of science, quoting Charles Peirce that a method “should be found by which our beliefs may be determined by nothing human. . . . The method must be such that the ultimate conclusion of every man shall be the same” (quoted in Gross and O’Rourke 1975: 30). Tong Lam has demonstrated a case of the politics of social surveys in his groundbreaking 2011 book, A Passion for Facts: Social Surveys and the Construction of the Chinese Nation-State, 1900–1949. He analyzes how information generated by a range of research practices was used to remake the nation of China. The health education experts in Taiwan also took to employing health surveys as powerful tools. I now turn to a discussion of surveys done on menarche.

2 Creating Science of Taiwanese Menarche, 1960s–1980s

In modern times, menstruation patterns have commonly been seen as one of the key indicators of a population’s productivity, and knowledge of menstruation has been central to body politics.17 In the context of population control, the extent to which a

---

17 In general, studies on menstruation included tropical medicine, particularly concerning the debate over whether the age of menarche in the tropics was relatively early or not (Ellis 1950). The discipline of human biology had also paid attention to the effects of economy, social changes, and improvements in nutrition on
woman knew about menstruation was considered highly relevant to population control. In the post-WWII era, the UN Population Council’s research projects included surveys on women’s menstrual knowledge at the personal level (World Health Organization 1981).

In the second half of the twentieth century in Taiwan, surveys on the age of menarche and menstruation reflected the entangled politics of national development, productivity, population control, economic development (labor force), and social management. Since the studies were done on young school girls, they also helped create a sense of urgency for implementing menstrual education. A number of large-scale academic surveys on menarche took place in the 1960s (Meng 1961; Fan 1961; Wu, Wu, and Lin 1966; Chiu, Su, and Huang 1967, 1968; Kuo 1970; Kao 1978; Chen and Hung 1986; Lin and Li 1987; Zhou 1988; Liu 1985; Lan, Xu, and Chiang 1989).

For instance, the study by Xian-jie Meng (孟憲傑) (1961), a statistical report of a survey on 4,674 girl students, was concerned primarily with the age of menarche, and he compared the age of menarche of girls in Taiwan with previous studies on menarche from several areas in the world, including Scotland, Russia, Italy, Norway, Holland, Germany, Austria, Poland, India, Brazil, Korea, China, and Japan. Age of menarche was seen as a result of a combination of various factors, including race, genetics, environment, climate, and developmental condition. The age of menarche was reported to be fourteen to seventeen years. The Taiwanese age of menarche, when compared to the figures for other countries, suggested a lower state of national development, as the age of menarche was decreasing in developed countries relative to Taiwan.

Other surveys showed a close tie with population control. For example, Kuang-Yu Fan’s 1961 study, “Studies of Maternal Activity and Agricultural Work of the Hakka Women in Rural Taiwan,” was based on a survey of 2,032 Hakka women. Menarche was situated in the context of agriculture labor, and it drew from population studies such as George W. Barclay’s (1954) well-known report on the population of Taiwan and Chow and Hsu’s unpublished 1959 paper, “Population Problem of Taiwan Today” (Fan 1961). Fan’s survey was concerned with how women’s involvement with labor might delay the age of menarche, which had profound implications for maternal activity and population control.

The gendered politics of enlightenment is clear in the surveys. For example, Chiu, Su, and Huang’s 1967 survey was based on 2,246 elementary, junior high, and high school girls, and it aimed at laying out adolescent girls’ biosocial development. In addition to the usual comparisons with Western countries (西方國家), it interpreted the observation that 44.81 percent of girls received menstrual knowledge from their mothers as “not the most reasonable [situation].” They argued that “mothers, despite having experience, often do not have a clear understanding of the physiological changes involved in menstruation, especially those who are not well-educated and,

---
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body height, weight, age of menarche, and infant mortality (Huang and Malina 1995). Obstetricians in early colonial Taiwan had carried out surveys on women’s ovarian tumors, on pregnant and nonpregnant women, and, later, on the age of menarche, which were showcased at the time as achievements of the Japanese civilizing mission (Fu 2005: 108–14).

18 According to Changhui Chen and Chi-hsiu Hung, the first survey on menarche was carried out at National Taiwan University Hospital on 827 girls in 1954, and the average age of menarche was 14.11 years (Chen and Hung 1986). A group of obstetricians at the National Taiwan University Hospital also did a survey on menstruation of 3,079 school girls in Taipei (Wu, Wu, and Lin 1966).
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therefore, might possess incorrect knowledge and mystical concepts" (Chiu, Su, and Huang 1967: 15). The survey also lamented the fact that, of the students who answered the question, “Did you know about menstruation beforehand?,” 78 percent answered in the negative (Chiu, Su, and Huang 1967: 15).

In addition to academic surveys, some translated reports from the United States were published as a source of comparison. For example, one translated newspaper report ran as follows: “Regarding the length of menstruation period, please see the table for the relationship between age of menarche and the age of menopause. . . . According to medical statistics, those who have their menarche early will also reach menopause later. . . . This is [based on] a research report done by the American Urban Life Insurance company” (Ho 1957). And another one: “Until today, according to the Meikuo Jiaoting Funu Hsiehui’s (American Housewives’ Association) statistics, thousands of young girls are having their menarche at ten, one in four has her menarche at eleven, and over one-half of them are having their menarche at twelve” (Ai-Ling 1965).

Some of these research reports were used to justify menstruation education in schools (Chiu, Su, and Huang 1968; Kuo 1970; Kao 1978; Chen 1982). The increasing number of girls in schools and in the public sphere (factories) was considered a new and problematic social phenomenon. Indeed, the first government-funded large-scale research on young girls was carried out in 1966 on the eve of compulsory education in 1968. The report recommended that menstruation education be institutionalized for elementary, junior high, and high schools (Chiu, Su, and Huang 1967).

The research, together with the newspaper reports, conveyed a sense of urgency regarding the need for young girls’ menstruation education. It is this sense of urgency that provided the justification for educating junior high school girls about menstruation and physiology. Compared to the family planning program, which targeted only married women and was tied solely to reproduction, it advocated educating girls on physiology.

By the late 1970s and early 1980s, the researchers took notice of the fact that the age of menarche had been decreasing, an alarming fact that gained much attention. The age of menarche in 1954 was 14.11, 14.07 in 1964, and 13.37 in 1968, and by 1987 it had gone down to 12.86 years (Meng 1961; Wu, Wu, and Lin 1966; Lin and Li 1987). The early arrival of menarche meant that menstruation education had to start earlier, at the elementary school level, so girls would be prepared for it (Lianhe Bao 1983, Mingsheng Bao 1983). In addition, menstruation education was not limited to the prevention of young girls’ panic from seeing the menstrual blood at menarche. It also encompassed issues of etiquette, natural facts, and getting rid of the old ways (including mother’s advice).

Despite the fact that the increasingly lower age of menarche had caused some anxiety among parents and school teachers, by the late 1980s, as touched on above, it was seen as a sign of progress. For example, a newspaper report titled “(Domestic) Young Girls’ Physiological Maturity Is on Track with Their Counterparts in Europe and America,” runs: “According to a survey (done by the family physician Lin Xinhua), the average age of menarche for girl students in the north is 12.6, and 13.1 for those in the south. It’s worth noting that girls are gradually becoming precocious, keeping pace with their US and European counterparts” (Mingsheng Bao 1989b).
Survey results were presented as hard scientific facts that would make a strong case against the supposedly traditional ways of dealing with menstruation. The women’s popular health manuals that became common in the 1970s also demonstrated a similar pattern, which I discuss further below.

The surveys on menarche also functioned as a tool for standardizing and biologizing the adolescent body. For example, here is a description from a newspaper article that frames the contemporary understanding of the issue well: “Adolescence is a period when the reproductive system begins to mature, including the secretion of hormones and the consequent developments of the primary and secondary sexual characteristics. The entire process takes about 3 years. . . . In our country, young girls’ average age of menarche is 13.4. . . . In the West, girls’ average age of menarche is 12.5, ranging between 10.5 and 15. There is a tendency for the average age to decline” (Mingsheng Bao 1989a).

The idea that menarche was a natural fact was not just proposed by the surveys; it was also advocated in popular health literature and health education textbooks, and girls were oriented by these texts to frame it in the same way. For example, a survey done in 1986 on junior high school girls in Kaohsiung indicated that 35.29 percent of the girls could confirm that menstruation was “a natural phenomenon and proof of the normality of their physiology,” but 75.59 percent experienced it as having feelings of “fear, shame, shock, and anger” (Chen and Hung 1986).

The West was a source of knowledge. In fact, most of the menstrual knowledge in Taiwan came from the United States, or from the United States by way of Japan. Menarche-related surveys were often a part of the general surveys on school children’s height and weight and reflected the concerns of studies conducted in the United States (Lianhe Bao 1973). Essays by Taiwanese on girls’ attitudes toward menstruation and whether mothers prepared their daughters also drew on comparative survey data from the United States.

3 Spreading Health and Hygiene in Popular Media and Health Manuals, 1970s–1980s

In addition to institutional health education and surveys on menarche and menstruation, popular literature, including health manuals, newspapers, and magazines, also produced discourse on menstrual education. Like health education and surveys, popular health literature aimed at breaking the tradition of what was deemed to be superstition and ignorance (po-chu chuangtong mixing wuzhi 破除傳統迷信無知), and the United States and Japan were the main sources of knowledge. Despite the fact that beginning in the 1970s a substantial number of local physicians also wrote health manuals, most popular health manuals were translations from Western and Japanese texts (Wang 2009).19 Wen-long Chen’s 1975 book for young girls, titled Shao-nu Yixue 少女醫學 (Medicine for Young Girls), opened with an introduction on how young girls’ problems were taken seriously in the United States and how a special

---

19 Among the popular health manuals published in the period between 1952 and 1990, forty out of seventy-eight were translated works from the United States and Japan (Wang 2009). In addition, the ones that were written by local physicians employed knowledge from the United States and Japan.
clinic for young girls had been operating at Boston Children’s Hospital since 1951. Like many other health manuals, this book began with the issue of menarche (Chen 1975).

Popular health manuals served as one of the tools for medical enlightenment efforts and medicalization (Wang 2009). These popular health manuals often featured menstruation in the opening chapter, with menarche presented as the foremost and first natural phenomenon that would occur in any healthy young girl’s body (followed by pregnancy and childbirth). The following advice adorned the back of Dr. Tao-Ming Wu’s popular health manual, Nide Shenglixue (Your Physiology): “So you can be a good husband with classical tenderness and a scientific mind” (Wu 1971). The configuration of modern science of hygiene against ignorant tradition is best articulated in the following paragraph from a health manual:

Even though menstruation was only a kind of physiological phenomenon, it is one of the important conditions that a normal woman is mature. Due to their lack of knowledge, women of last generation thought menstruation was a dirty thing. When they had their period they dared not to see people and thought their own bodies as unclean. Some even did not dare to bathe or wash hair, or walk under the sun. . . . This kind of ignorant and antiscience attitude not only hinders menstrual hygiene but also may cause physiological lesions. As a modern woman, [one] should at least have some basic understanding. (Lai 1980: 111)

In articulating the idea that menstruation was a physiological phenomenon, health manuals offered a number of recurring, concrete examples. A manual translated from Japan on sexual medicine made the analogy between flower blossoming and menstruation: “There is a certain time that flowers blossom. . . . In Tokyo, cherry flowers blossom during January 3rd and 4th and wither by the 12th and 13th. . . . This is incredible. One of the signs that the young girl’s body is mature is menstruation” (Li 1964 [1954]: 1).

Han-wen Yan’s popular writing serves as another example of this natural phenomenon framing. He called menstruation a normal physiological phenomenon, and he suggested that if young girls were educated by their mothers or teachers on the cause, meanings, and methods of taking care of it, young girls would not be frightened.

The occurrence of menstruation . . . the pituitary gland in the human body starts to secret hormones, which makes the follicles in the ovaries mature. Approximately every 28 days (it varies according to the individual), there is a mature egg being delivered from the ovaries, and it reaches the uterus by the movement of the fallopian tubes. In the meantime, the uterine membrane thickens to prepare for the implantation of a fertilized egg. If the sperm does not enter to fertilize the egg, the uterine membrane will peel off, and the unfertilized egg along with the peeling fragments and blood will be discharged from the vaginal opening. (Yan 1984)

This bears a striking resemblance to standard biology or medical textbooks at that time, and one is reminded of Emily Martin’s (1991) analysis of the sperm and egg. The emphasis on the physiological mechanism, names of particular body parts, and the meaning of menstruation as the result of failed fertilization is apparent. In short, Yan was advocating menstruation education that was based on modern biomedical knowl-
edge and at the same time a naturalized view of menstruation. In addition, he thought that such biomedical knowledge would prepare young girls to avoid being frightened by the arrival of menarche. Other essays appeared in popular health magazines that followed a very similar pattern of science coming to the rescue. For example:

Currently Chinese [Zhongguo] society is in a transition from agricultural to industrial society. Speaking about issues of sex is still considered degrading and indecent, even though, due to the recent cultural exchange between China and the West, Euro-American customs are invading [the society]. School hygiene has not been effective . . . rarely do they advise young girls in detail on preserving their health. Menstruation is indeed a mysterious and unthinkable thing; if a young girl is ignorant, the psychological nervousness and shock are very severe. (Juede and Hanzhong 1960: 102)

College students carried out a similar version of enlightenment aimed at providing correct knowledge for the ignorant. In the 1970s, prompted by the Diaoyutai (Senkaku) Islands incident (a territorial dispute between Japan, the People’s Republic of China, and Taiwan), students at National Taiwan University organized a Million Hour Contribution Movement (百萬小時奉獻運動), which included a variety of social activities, such as sending medical service teams to rural areas, street cleanup, helping in educating aborigine children about hygiene, and hygiene education in schools and factories. The Bo-Huei Working Team (or Spreading Sunlight Working Team, 播暉工作團) was another part of this movement, consisting of medical students from National Taiwan University and other universities. These up-and-coming, well-educated youth sought to educate the “ignorant” high school students and men and women in the factories of the Kaohsiung Export Processing Zone.

A news report on Bo-Huei reads:

There was a middle school girl who, one day when she had her period, suffered severe abdominal pain for two to three days, until she had cold sweats and rolled over on the floor. She was sent to the Health Office of the school. When the school notified her mother, she hurried to school and claimed that her daughter never mentioned menstrual pain to her. Still one other girl student was walking around as her menstrual blood ran down her legs, and she was not even aware of it. (Lianhe bao 1977)

In short, factory and school girls, as well as mothers, were depicted as ignorant, and the young college students assumed the position of progressive patriots who were bringing science to the ignorant (Wang and Lin 1966).

Both the university students and health care professionals took educating the ignorant as their responsibility to the nation, and they were eager to expose the extent of the problem. Obstetrician-gynecologist Chien-dai Chiang, recalling her early days in practice, lamented “women’s lack of understanding of their own bodies,” especially when she asked her patients the question, “When was your last menstruation?” or “When did you start having abnormal bleeding?” “Some even turned to their husband for the answer” (Health for All Magazine 2001).

The role of sanitary napkin companies also deserves attention; they also elaborated on the theme of knowledge and liberation. As space is limited, I give only a brief summary here. Taking advantage of the now widely recognized state of affairs—the
urgent need for young girls to learn about their physiology and how to take care of menstruation—they quickly liaised with health care professionals and cultural elites in advocating menstrual education.\(^{20}\) In addition to the natural/normal phenomenon as indicated in the Chinese name for sanitary napkins, weisheng mian (hygienic cotton), the sanitary napkin industry also elaborated on the liberation theme. The naming of one of Proctor and Gamble—Taiwan’s products Hao-zi-zai 好自在 (feeling at ease, feeling comfortable) intended to answer the problem many working women had, which was the need to feel comfortable during menstruation \(\text{(Wang 2016)}\).

In the newspapers, the rhetoric of science and natural facts in the emerging discourse on menstruation avoided sexual implications—omitting, for instance, any explanation of how a woman becomes a mother. Popular essays with titles such as “What to Do When Your Daughter Has Her Period” \(\text{(Ai-ling 1965)}\) and “The Physical Exam for Growing Young Girls” \(\text{(He 1965)}\) advised that “mothers may explain a girl’s physiological developments systematically” \(\text{(He 1965)}\); for “correct knowledge,” see Deng 1967; for emphasis on physiology, see Kao 1967). The middle-class sensibility, manifested in naturalizing menstruation and, at the same time, omitting the unmentionable, was implicated in the beginning of menstruation education for the public in Taiwan in the 1960s and 1970s.

Euro-American industrial countries and the former empire of Japan were used as constant points of reference in both constructing surveys on menarche and in analyzing their results. The issue of the age of menarche was not limited to research and surveys. When it was found that the age of menarche in the early 1960s in Taiwan was later than that of the West, in the news media it was seen as a reflection of Taiwan’s delayed development in relation to Western civilization. By the late 1970s, as the age of menarche approached the Western average, it was seen as a sign of progress. However, by the 1980s, as the average age went down to ten, some people finally took it as a warning sign that Taiwan had become too Westernized.

4 The Coming Together of Institutionalization, Research, and Popularization

Menstruation education in postcolonial Taiwan grew out of a mixture of health education, studies of menarche, and popular medicine in the historical context of large numbers of girls staying in school for more years and more women entering the job market. The key promulgators were medical and intellectual elites who had ties with the empires and emerged from postwar networks, including physicians, nursing professionals, health education experts, and, to a lesser degree, college student activists.

---

\(^{20}\) Ma-li Mien (Mary Cotton), a Japanese sanitary pad, was imported and available in 1969. Presumably, since Ma-li Mien was imported from Japan, its distribution would have been limited. The company Kang-naxiang (康那香) was founded in 1969 and claimed to be the first company in Taiwan to work in the nonwoven cloth industry. Kotex arrived in 1976, and, together with a local manufacturer, the company began to produce sanitary pads locally. By the 1980s, sanitary napkin companies were offering menstrual education by sending sales agents to elementary schools, yet television advertising for menstrual products remained limited. It was not until 1984 that the government allowed limited late-night (after 9:30 p.m.) television advertising for sanitary napkins. For advertisements on printed media, they were not to carry “obscene and morally offensive” content, according to Law for the Control of Cosmetic Hygiene (化粧品衛生管理條例) no. 24, established in 1972.
They functioned in ways very similar to colonial elites. They perceived the nation to be in need of improvement, and they took it as their duty to educate the public. By assuming the position of agents of science and progress and transferring knowledge from the empires, health care and education professionals ushered in new ways of doing menstruation education. A few of them established new institutions that produced teachers for health and hygiene education; others conducted menarche research that produced knowledge in support of menstruation education and for the management of the state; and many produced literature that popularized the science of hygiene.

Common in all three efforts but to different degrees was the key idea that menstruation was a natural phenomenon. By employing physiological descriptions, they avoided the sensitive issues of sex and modesty and made menstruation a topic that could be taught in schools. The new ways aimed at offering “correct” knowledge and replacing mothers’ “old-fashioned” local ways. At the same time, this discourse served to naturalize women’s social status as wife and mother by asserting that motherhood was locked within women’s biology by such phenomena as the mechanism of menstruation.

What were the results of these postcolonial efforts on the target population? Did menstruation education bring any changes in terms of girls’ experiences with menarche and menstruation? I have dealt with the changing experiences of women’s menarche elsewhere (Wang 2016), and it might be helpful to highlight a few points here. After almost two decades of menstruation education, menstruation went from something that was communicated mostly through nonverbal means to a topic of daily conversation, and the participants were not limited to women and girls; fathers and boys (siblings and boyfriends) were recruited as well. In addition, as opposed to older generations of young girls who were shocked by the first sight of menarche blood and thought they were ill or dying, by the late 1980s junior high school girls were able to identify menstruation as a sign of “natural phenomenon,” “normal physiology,” “growing up and mature,” as indicated in surveys done by health care professionals. However, their experiences with menarche were still fear, shame, fright, and anger (Chen and Hung 1986).

Did science bring empowerment to women by liberating them from tradition? Even though Taiwanese science elites’ rhetoric of science, nature, and progress helped bring menstruation education into the education system and public sphere, the promise of female empowerment was not delivered. Ishigaki Junji and Han-wen Yan, like numerous others, promised that correct scientific knowledge would bring relief to young girls. Girls might have learned to identify menstruation as a natural fact, but they nonetheless still thought menstruation was embarrassing (Wang 2016). This is certainly not a straightforward history of science that conquered superstition and tradition in the colony; rather, previous cultural values continued to be firmly held despite the various efforts to promote scientific knowledge about menarche and menstruation. Biomedicine, as Charlotte Furth and Ch’en Shu-Yueh (1992) have pointed out, was not an unproblematic force for women’s liberation. Likewise, many feminist scholars, including Iris M. Young (2005) and Emily Martin (1987), have challenged the assumption that “correct” physiological knowledge was best or in some way liberating for women.
In promoting science, as well as in other matters, postcolonial Taiwan was caught between empires. The West—mainly the United States—and Japan were taken to be the key sources of purportedly correct scientific and natural knowledge, and they also served as a horizon of understanding and standard against which to measure Taiwan’s scientific progress and young girls’ physiological maturity. However, the empires did not exert their power in the same channels, nor did their power have the same currency. While US dominance was apparent at the institutional level, such as the founding of the Department of Health Education of the National Normal University and the making of the scientific elite, the Japanese colonial legacy was more apparent in the popular literature, as in the case of newspaper articles mentioned at the beginning of this article (as former elites became translators of Japanese). Furthermore, in many cases, knowledge was transferred from the United States through Japan or was produced through a hybridization of knowledges from the two empires. For example, in the surveys on menarche we can see both US and Japanese influences in the ways measurements were employed and in the references. The case of Ishigaki Junji is also revealing: his presence was not limited to menstruation education; instead, his work also appeared in family planning popular literature, where he was represented as a Japanese authority who provided knowledge from the United States.21

Furthermore, knowledge from the former empires was not simply reproduced without transformation; translated texts often went through decontextualization and recontextualization, as in the case of the omission or altering of sex education content. Sex education, as a possible extension of menstruation education, posed thorny problems because it could not be easily contained within the discourse of the natural, and even more important, it was shaped by local concerns. In this regard, there were tensions in the pursuit of progress, resulting from the contradictory need to fashion institutions and practices that match and communicate with those so-called Euro-American nations, while simultaneously maintaining a unique national identity.

5 Conclusion

Colonial science/medicine studies address such issues as the roles of the state, the elites, the regulatory power of medicine, and the politics of knowledge production,22 and this study has built on this prior work with the aim of contributing to the growing body of knowledge on East Asian contexts. Menstruation education was part of the health education that grew out of the postcolonial condition of Taiwan, in which elites’

21 For instance, Junji Ishigaki was featured as the leading authority in an article about a family planning event in Japan, in which a survey was carried out comparing Japan and the United States (Su 1968).
22 Many have examined the relationships between colonial power and the introduction of Western medicine. Ruth Rogaski’s groundbreaking 2004 book, *Hygienic Modernity: Meanings of Health and Disease in Treaty Port China*, has illustrated how the notion of *weisheng* went through a profound transformation from the personal regimen to state public health in treaty port China. The edited volume *Health and Hygiene in Chinese East Asia* (Furth 2010) has also provided some illustrative examples, particularly the essays by Ruth Rogaski, Shang-Jen Li, and Xinzhong Yu. Works on colonial medicine in Taiwan include disciplinary aspects of colonial medicine, revising George Basalla’s (1967) thesis on the “spread of Western science” and colonial knowledge production. Yan-chiou Fann’s (2005) scholarship has provided rich details regarding the role of medicine and epidemics in the working of the colonial state.
eager pursuit of status in the Cold War politics of the time provided fertile ground for the rhetoric of science and progress.

Inspired by postcolonial theories, I have identified the scientific discourse of universal knowledge claims, through which menstruation education came under the umbrella of science-based health education following a US model. However, this discourse did not exist only in rhetorical form. Menstruation education also gradually became an integral part of family planning, a biopolitically charged project that generated a variety of practices in the period between the 1960s and 1980s. In addition, surveys on menarche were not merely a measure of civilization but served as solid foundation for education policy as well.

Yet, postcolonial knowledge from the empires was sometimes lost in translation, as in the case when menstrual education was perceived as indistinguishable from sex education. This carries the postcolonial theoretical issue of universal claims further by demonstrating both “the universalism of modernizing claims for the scientific transformation of medicine and the embeddedness of actual practices in diverse local conditions,” as Furth (2010: 3–4) has suggested.

Hygienic science would penetrate what used to be a domestic matter: how to make sense of the female body, and how to care for it. As Warwick Anderson reiterates in his epilogue to Health and Hygiene in Chinese East Asia, we need to be especially sensitive in such global and local comparisons to “the sensuous and emotional register of bodily reform and personal hygiene . . . to the more intimate and private parts of public health” (Anderson 2011: 276). It is striking that this history demonstrates yet another case of how gendered biopolitics at the national level was embedded in international geopolitics but revolved around and, most significant, impacted individual women—mothers and daughters—whose bodily reform came to embody and symbolize the possibility of the success or failure of the modern state of Taiwan itself.
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